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The Electronic Frontier Foundation is the leading nonprofit organization defending
civil liberties in the digital world. Founded in 1990, EFF champions user privacy, free
expression, and innovation through impact litigation, policy analysis, grassroots
activism, and technology development. With over 30,000 dues-paying members and
well over 1 million followers on social networks, we focus on promoting policies that
benefit Internet users. We work to ensure that rights and freedoms are enhanced and
protected as our use of technology grows.
We write in response to the filings and testimony concerning IIPA’s petition to
suspend or terminate GSP trade preferences for South Africa on account of that
country’s supposed lack of adequate copyright protection, including its proposed
adoption of fair use provisions modeled on United States copyright law. It would be
improper, and run counter to American interests, to withdraw South Africa’s GSP
status based on its legislature’s decision to adopt a U.S.-crafted provision that has been
instrumental to the successful operation of our own copyright law.
Fair use, as codified in the U.S. Copyright Act, allows for circumstances in which the
use of creative work without advance permission furthers the goals of copyright.
Evaluating uses case-by-case by balancing four non-exclusive factors allows for
important, socially valuable uses of creative work that were never anticipated by the
legislature, policymakers, or the original authors. Fair use contributes significantly to
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the U.S. economy, including the creative industries.1 Industries that depend on fair use
contribute about 16% of U.S. GDP, and fair use benefits about 1 in 8 U.S. workers.2
Fair use is flexible by design. Courts in the U.S. can and do consider factors beyond
the four specified in the statute.3 Contrary to IIPA’s assertion, the language in South
Africa’s Copyright Amendment Bill that instructs courts to consider “all relevant
factors” when evaluating fair use does not differ significantly from U.S. practice.4
In the U.S. and elsewhere, fair use exists alongside other more precisely defined
exceptions and limitations to copyright. In addition to fair use, U.S. law includes
specific exceptions for library use, educational use, accessibility, and use by various
businesses, to name only a few. Likewise, Israel’s copyright law consists of “an
American Fair Use framework, accompanied by an additional list of exceptions.”5
The combination of a flexible fair use doctrine that allows for creative experimentation
and specific exceptions that provide certainty for specific, socially beneficial uses is a
key feature of U.S. copyright law. South Africa’s proposal, patterned after the U.S.
law, is no more “vast” or “unclear” than our own system, despite IIPA’s
characterizations.6
Nor does the addition of “ensuring proper performance of public administration” as a
factor to consider depart from U.S. law, as IIPA argues.7 In the U.S., our courts have
determined that copying copyrighted documents when necessary for use in
governmental proceedings is fair use.8 Moreover, in evaluating whether copying
documents incorporated into government regulations is fair use, the Court of Appeals
for the D.C. Circuit “put[] a heavy thumb on the scale in favor of an unrestrained
ability” to copy such documents.9
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The suggestion by IIPA and other rightsholder interests that South Africa (and
presumably other countries) cannot hope to introduce a fair use provision without first
recreating the U.S.’s “150 years of fair use jurisprudence” is facially absurd. The same
150 years of jurisprudence, and that of other countries, will be available to South
Africa’s courts as a reference. Other countries, notably Israel and South Korea, have
successfully adopted fair use in recent decades, without any of the chaos that IIPA
hyperbolically predicts.10
Fair use provisions, including South Africa’s proposal, are entirely consistent with the
“three-step test” of the Berne Convention11 and the TRIPS agreement.12 That test
allows for limitations and exceptions to copyright “in certain special cases,” where
such uses do not “conflict with a normal exploitation of the work and do[] not
unreasonably prejudice the legitimate interests of the author.”13 The U.S. Copyright
Act, including fair use, has long been determined to be consistent with the three-step
test.14 While IIPA and other rightsholder interests claim that the South African CAB’s
version of fair use is not, the reasons they give, discussed above, simply don’t
implicate the three-step test. The CAB’s fair use provisions, though broader in some
respects than U.S. law, are still limited to certain special cases. They still require a
transformation of form or purpose, or an overriding public purpose. And they still
contain an evaluation of the author’s financial and other interests.
Finally, IIPA’s argument that the CAB should be condemned because it would
“increase unlicensed uses of copyrighted content” amounts to a tautology. Fair use,
which is consistent with U.S. and international norms, enables unlicensed uses of
copyrighted content when such uses further the goals of copyright. Copyright has
never required that every use of a work be licensed, and such a requirement would
undermine the economic and moral values that copyright furthers.
In summary, suspending South Africa’s GSP trade status because that country is
adopting new copyright rules that are entirely consistent with the U.S.’s own would
be unjustified, improper, and frankly absurd. The testimony and commentary
submitted to USTR to date on this issue suggests no other conclusion.
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